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HIGH SPIN SPECTROSCOPY OF LIGHT f7=2 NUCLEISTUDIED WITH EUROBALL IVAND THE RECOIL FILTER DETECTOR:A SMOOTH BAND TERMINATION IN 45S�P. Bednarzyky, W. M�zy«ski, J. Styze«, J. Gr�bosz, M. LahA. Maj, M. Zi�bli«skiH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, PolandN. Kintz, J.C. Merdinger, N. Shulz, J.P. VivienInstitut de Reherhes Subatomiques, Strasbourg, FraneA. BraoUniversità degli Studi di Milano and INFN, Milano, ItalyJ.L. PedrozaCentre d'Etudes Nuléaires, Bordeaux-Gradignan, FraneM.B. Smith and K.M. SpohrUniversity of Paisley, Paisley, Sotland, UK(Reeived February 2, 2001)New high spin exitations in several light f7=2 nulei have been studiedby means of EUROBALL IV. The appliation of the Reoil Filter Detetorhas allowed for a signi�ant redution of the Doppler broadening of mea-sured high energy -lines. In the artile, a band termination observed forthe intruder rotational bands in 45S is disussed. Results are omparedwith shell model alulations.PACS numbers: 21.60.Cs, 23.20.Lv, 27.40.+z, 29.40.Ym� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.y Present address: Institut de Reherhes Subatomiques, Strasbourg, Frane.(747)



748 P. Bednarzyk et al.1. IntrodutionAlthough f7=2 shell nulei lie lose to the doubly magi systems 40Caand 56Ni, several of their properties suh as band-like strutures and stronginband E2 transition rates an be viewed as a sign of olletivity.In the middle of the f7=2 shell, the number of ative partiles and theon�guration spae available are big enough to allow for the olletive mo-tion of nuleons. In fat, the experimental results obtained for nulei inthe viinity of 48Cr [1℄ have pointed out to the important role played bya olletive exitation in building up levels with high angular momentum.Colletive behaviour was also identi�ed in lighter odd-A f7=2 nulei wherea partile-hole exitation aross the losed shell takes plae. Our previousstudies [2℄ of 45S, 45Ti and 43Ca have revealed that in these nulei unnat-ural parity levels onstitute regular rotational bands with almost onstantquadrupole moment orresponding to a prolate deformation with � � 0.3.The f7=2 orbit is rather well-separated from the other shells. Therefore,experimental observation of pure single-partile on�gurations giving a on-tribution to high spin states is feasible in this region. Suh on�gurationsan be exatly aounted for by shell model alulations. In fat, it turnsout that many features in f7=2 nulei at high spin an be well-explained bythis theory if only the f7=2 shell is taken into aount [3℄. However, a natu-ral spin limitation in the shell model omes from the fat that the angularmomentum inreases only by the alignment of valene nuleons within theavailable on�guration spae. The maximum spin Imax is obtained when allvalene nuleons are fully aligned. In the f7=2 nulei states with angularmomentum larger than Imax = 1=2[(Z � 20)(28 � Z) + (N � 20)(28 � N)℄result from exitation to higher pf shells.Further investigation of levels beyond the f7=2 shell limit in f7=2 nuleishould throw more light on the origin of nulear rotation. Whether or not theolletive behaviour initiated below the maximum aligned spin will ontinueabove Imax, or whether a drasti hange in a single-partile on�gurationwill ause the rotational bands to terminate, are still intriguing questions.So far, very little is known about the struture of the f7=2 nulei above themaximum aligned spin. In some nulei rotational bands have been observedup to this limit, but only in a few ases has a band termination been reported[4, 5℄. The main experimental di�ulty in studying high spin exitation inlight systems is the extensive Doppler broadening of measured -ray lines.This is due to �rst the high energy of the -transitions, and seond the highveloity and spatial spread of the reoils, sine the light mass nulei haveto be produed in fusion-evaporation reations indued by energeti heavyions.



High Spin Spetrosopy of Light f7=2 Nulei : : : 749Owing to the exellent performane of our Reoil Filter Detetor (RFD)[6℄ whih measures preisely the reoil veloity vetor for every event, we anredue the Doppler broadening of -ray lines. This allows measuring e�-iently high energy -transitions when using a powerful germanium detetorarray, suh as EUROBALL IV [7℄.In the present work we report on our attempt to extend the knowledgeof exitations in several f7=2 nulei muh beyond the f7=2 shell limit.2. ExperimentThe experiment was performed at the IReS in Strasbourg. A pulsedbeam of 68 MeV 18O ions bombarded a metalli 30Si target of 800 �g/m2 [8℄.Gamma-rays were deteted by the EUROBALL IV array onsisting of highe�ieny luster and lover detetors. The RFD inorporating 18 heavy iondetetors was plaed at a distane of 134 m behind the target. To failitatethe mounting the tapered detetors of EUROBALL were removed.The RFD measured a diretion and time-of-�ight (TOF) of reoils withrespet to the beam axis, and a beam pulse signal in oinidene with-rays. An e�ieny of the RFD for the reation used and the geome-try of the present set-up is illustrated in Fig. 1. The alulated e�ienyagrees well with the measured value whih is of the order of 40%.

Fig. 1. Calulated angular distribution of 45S reoils emitted in the 30Si(18O, p2n)reation at 68 MeV for the 800 �g/m2 target. The shaded area orresponds to thefration of reoils deteted by the RFD. The estimated e�ieny is equal to 40%.



750 P. Bednarzyk et al.The reoil veloity vetor determination for eah event has improved themeasured -spetra. Fig. 2 shows a part of a -spetrum measured by asingle germanium rystal. A onsiderable redution of the -line width islearly seen in the lower spetrum. The FWHM of -line at � 1:5 MeV isonly 4.5 keV.

Fig. 2. A part of a -spetrum measured by a single germanium rystal of a lusterdetetor with the orretion for the mean reoil veloity (upper part) and for themeasured veloity vetor of every reoil (lower part).The TOF spetra of reoils produed in the p2n, �2n and 2�1n evap-oration reation hannels as well as the total projetion are presented inFig. 3. The seletion of di�erent reoils was done by gating on the known-transitions. Due to relatively thik target, the veloity distribution of re-oils and onsequently their time of �ight distribution is broad. As one ansee from Fig. 3, there is a signi�ant di�erene in the shapes of TOF spetrawhen either a proton or an alpha-partile emission takes plae. Even though,as illustrated in Fig. 4, -line widths are similar for di�erent residual nuleiin the wide energy range. Moreover, there is also a visible di�erene in thepositions of those spetra in the time sale that makes possible � to someextent � a seletion of exit hannel.
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Fig. 3. Time-of-�ight spetra measured by the RFD for di�erent fusion-evaporationreation produts (see text for disussion).

Fig. 4. FWHM of -lines versus -ray energy for di�erent residual nulei produedin the reations given in Fig. 3. Gamma-line widths were orreted for the Dopplere�et using the RFD. 3. ResultsThe experiment has provided high quality data on several new high spinexitations in 38;39Ar, 41;42K, 41;42;43;44;45Ca, 44;45S and 43;45Ti. In the 45Snuleus we have identi�ed over 40 new -transitions deexiting mainly highspin levels. The -ray energies range from several hundred keV to almost6 MeV. Double and triple -ray oinidenes were used to establish the deaypattern of 45S. Analysis of DCO ratios and linear polarisation has givenspin and parity assignments for the major part of the identi�ed levels. Sinethe data is still being analysed, we will disuss here only the ase of a bandtermination in 45S. Di�erent aspets onerning this and other nulei willbe reported in forthoming artiles.
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Fig. 5. Partial level sheme of 45S derived from the present work. A and B denotethe two rotational signature-partner positive parity bands.



High Spin Spetrosopy of Light f7=2 Nulei : : : 753The partial level sheme of 45S is shown in Fig. 5. The negative par-ity yrast band results from an exitation within the f57=2 on�guration [2℄.Gamma-rays deexiting these levels onstitute the main deay path in the45S nuleus. The yrast struture extends up to maximum available spinof 23/2 ~ but several transitions feeding the maximum spin level have alsobeen observed.The positive parity levels form two rotational signature-partner bands�A� and �B� [2℄. They are based on a d3=2 proton partile�hole exitationoupled to the f67=2 on�guration. The positive parity bands onserve theirregular behaviour up to a level at maximum aligned spin 31/2 ~ whih turnsout to be the band terminating state. Several -transitions of 3�5.5 MeVfeeding the highest-lying levels have been observed. More detailed rotationalfeatures of the bands A and B an be seen when plotting the exitationenergy relative to the rotational energy of a rigid body as a funtion of theangular momentum. Suh a plot is shown in Fig. 6. Both signature-partnerbands exhibit similar behaviour. At low spin, the exited state energiesare lose to the referene rotor values, whereas at higher angular momentathey gradually lose olletivity. However, above the maximum aligned spinthis smooth trend is not ontinued, a fat whih may be assoiated with anabrupt hange of a single partile on�guration.

Fig. 6. A plot of the EI -Erld di�erenes as a funtion of spin I for positive paritybands A and B (onf. Fig. 5). EI � experimental energy of a state with a spin I,Erld � rigid rotor energy of this state alulated aording to the formula given inthe �gure.



754 P. Bednarzyk et al.As mentioned above, shell model alulations in many ases reproduewell the observed properties of highly exited f7=2 nulei. However, an ex-tension of the f7=2 spae is often neessary. In Fig. 7 we have ompared ourresults for the positive parity levels in 45S with reent shell model alu-lations performed in a full pf on�guration spae [9℄. One sees very goodagreement between the experiment and the alulations over the whole rangeof spins. The alulation aounts well for the large energy gap above theImax = 31=2 ~. Moreover, the theory predits that beyond the maximumspin limit olletive-like behaviour disappears. This seems to be in aordwith the experimental observation of the I = 33=2 ~ state deay where theM1 transition is twie as strong as the ompeting E2 radiation.

Fig. 7. The omparison of the experimental and alulated [9℄ exitation energiesof the positive parity states in 45S.



High Spin Spetrosopy of Light f7=2 Nulei : : : 7554. ConlusionIn the present work we have observed a smooth band termination in the45S nuleus. The investigated positive parity bands exhibit rather regularrotational behaviour up to the maximum aligned spin of 31/2 ~ available forthe d�13=2f67=2 on�guration. Comparison with the shell model alulationssuggests that the marosopi rotation of the nuleus in that model anbe generated by the oupling of several single-partile on�gurations withinthis spae. However, an admixture of higher lying pf orbitals auses theolletive motion to fail.This work has been partially supported by the Polish State Commit-tee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) under grants No. 2P03B 045 16 and2P03B 001 16. REFERENCES[1℄ J.A. Cameron et al., Phys. Lett. B387, 266 (1996).[2℄ P. Bednarzyk et al., Eur. Phys. J. A2, 157 (1998).[3℄ P. Bednarzyk et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. B393, 285 (1997).[4℄ S. Lenzi et al., Phys. Rev. C60, 021303 (1999).[5℄ J.A. Cameron et al., Phys. Rev. C58, 808 (1998).[6℄ W. M�zy«ski et al., Eur. Phys. J. A3 311(1998).[7℄ J. Simpson et al., Z. Phys. A358, 139 (1997).[8℄ E. Cottereau-Larson et al., Nul. Istrum. Methods Phys. Res.A236, 485 (1985).[9℄ A. Poves et al., Phys. Rev. C58, 179 (1998).


